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CHAPTER IV 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH 

This chapter present the result and discussion of research. The data 

collected from the observation, interview, and documentation. Which are 

discussed based on theory and concept from the previous chapter. This chapter 

is presented on the research problem stated in the first chapter. 

A. Result of Research  

In the result of research the researcher descriptive qualitative research. 

The researcher describe about of the student pronunciation error analysis on 

pronouncing english Book entitle “ACTIVE ENGLISH 6”at sixth grade of  

MI Nurul Hikmah  Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan. Here, the researcher devided 

it into four data, they are; data from observation, data from interview, data 

from documentation. From observation, the researcher got the data by 

observing the students activities in the classroom and the teachers‟ teaching 

process of English pronunciation on pronouncing english book. From the 

interview, the researcher got the data about the pronunciation error made by 

the students, the factors caused of pronunciation error, the teacher solve of 

pronunciation error by the students on pronouncing English book at sixth 

grade of MI Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan.  

The result presented are follow: 
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1) The pronunciation error made by the students on pronouncing 

English book at sixth grade of MI Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo 

Pameksan 

Based on the observation, the researcher observed in that school. 

The information was conducted by the researcher on 4
th 

January 2020. The 

data presented as the data of pronunciation error on pronouncing english 

book made by students at sixth grade. The findings of this research deal 

with one main finding of the test that researcher used during process of 

collecting data. 

Observation Sheet (Reading book) 

The table show observation result from 18 students of sixth grade. 

By observing the students, the researcher found four kinds of 

pronunciation errors on pronouncing english book ettitled “Active English 

6” such as omission, addition, selection, and ordering. The appearance of 

pronunciation errors is presented in table. 

a. Error in omission  

Student 3 in chapter 3 

Utterences  Finding  Correction  

It helps farmers to 

harrow land 

/It/ /hɛpz/ /fa:merz/ 

/tu:/ /læn/ 

/It/ /hɛpz/ /fa:merz/ 

/tu:/ /lænd/ 

 

   Student 4 and student 16 in chapter 4 

Utterences  Finding  Correction   

Yesterday, mummy and /jestәdeɪ/ / mᴧmi/ /jestәdeɪ/ / mᴧmi/ 
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I went shopping /әnd/ /a/ /wɛnt/ 

/ʃɒpɪɳ/ 

/әnd/ /aɪ/ /wɛnt/ 

/ʃɒpɪɳ/ 

She also got two tubes 

of toothpaste, two bags 

of detergen and three 

bars of soap 

/ʃi/ /‟ᴐlsoʊ/ /gɑt/ /tu/ 

/tubz/ /әv/ /‟tuθpeɪst/ 

/tu /bæg/ /әv/ 

/dɪtәdɜәnt/ /әnd/ /θri/ 

/bar/ /әv/ /sop/ 

/ʃi/ /‟ᴐlsoʊ/ /gɑt/ /tu/ 

/tubz/ /әv/ /‟tuθpeɪst/ 

/tu /bægz/ /әv/ 

/dɪtәdɜәnt/ /әnd/ /θri/ 

/bar/ /әv/ /soʊp/ 

Mummy also took three 

rools of tissue 

mᴧmi/ /‟ᴐlsoʊ/ /tʊk/ 

/θri/ /roʊl/ /әv/ /tɪʃu/ 

mᴧmi/ /‟ᴐlsoʊ/ /tʊk/ 

/θri/ /roʊlz/ /әv/ /tɪʃu/ 

 

Student 5 in chapter 5 

Utterences  Finding  Correction  

He used to help in 

the rice field after 

school 

/hi/ /yust/ /tә:/ /hɛl/ /tә/ 

/rais/ /fild/ /æftә/ /skul/ 

/Hi/ /yust/ /tә:/ /hɛlp/ /ɪn/ 

/δә/ /raɪs/ /fild/ /æftә/ 

/skul/ 

 

Student 6 in chapter 6  

Utterence Finding Correction 

This is a story about 

a young scavenger 

called Boni 

δɪs/ /iz /ә/ /stᴐr/ 

/әbaʊt/ /ә/ /yᴧɳ/ 

/skævɪndɜ/ /kᴐld/ 

/Boni/ 

/δɪs/ /iz /ә/ /stᴐri/ /әbaʊt/ 

/ә/ /yᴧɳ/ /skævɪndɜ/ 

/kᴐld/ /Boni/ 
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Student 7 in Chapter 7 

Utterence Finding Correction 

Don‟t forget to shut 

the windows 

don/ /fә;gɛt/ /tә:/ /ʃᴧt/ 

/δә/ /wɪndoʊ/ 

/don/ /fә;gɛt/ /tә:/ /ʃᴧt/ 

/δә/ /wɪndoʊz/ 

 

There are 8 words of pronunciation errors in omission. The 

researcher found pronunciation errors of omission from 6 students. The 

students made an error in the word “land, I, bags, story, soup, rools, 

windows. 

b. Error in Addition  

Student 1 in chapter 1 

Utterences  Finding  Correction  

The rainy season is 

from November to 

April. 

/δә/ /reɪni/ /sizәn/ /iz/ 

/frәm/ /noʊvɛmbәr/ 

/tә:/ /eɪprәl/ 

/δә/ /reɪni/ /sizәn/ /iz/ 

/frәm/ /noʊvɛmbә:/ /tә:/ 

/eɪprәl/ 

 

Student 10 in chapter 3 

   

It has four legs /It/ /hәz/ /fᴐr/ /legz/ /It/ /hәz/ /fᴐ:/ /legz/ 

 

Student 4 in chapter 4 

Utterences  Finding  Correction  

Mummy bought a /mᴧmi / /bᴐt/ /ә/ /kilo/ /mᴧmi / /bᴐt/ /ә/ /kilo/ 
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kilo of sugar, a box 

of milk and a bottle 

of ketchup 

/әv/ /ʃugәr/ /ә/ /baks/ 

/milk /әnd/ /batl/ /әv/ 

/kɛtʃәp/ 

/әv/ /ʃugә/ /ә/ /baks/ 

/milk /әnd/ /batl/ /әv/ 

/kɛtʃәp/ 

 

Student 10 in chapter 10 

Utterences  Finding  Correction  

There were many 

discounts. 

/δɛr/ /wәr/ /mɛni/ 

/dɪskәʊnt/ 

/δɛr/ /wә/ /mɛni/ 

/dɪskәʊnt/ 

 

There are 4 words of pronunciation errors in Addition. The 

researcher found pronunciation errors of omission from 4 students. The 

students made an error in the word “november, sugar, you, were. 

c. Error in Selection  

Student 1and student 15 in chapter 1 

Utterences Finding Correction 

Indonesia has two 

season. 

/Indonesia/ /hәz/ /two/ 

/seazәn/ 

/Indonesia/ /hәz/ /tu/ 

/sizәn/ 

They are rainy 

season and dry 

season. 

/teɪ/ /әre/ /raɪni/ 

/seazәn/ /and/ /drɛɪ/ 

/seazәn/ 

/δeɪ/ /ә:/ /reɪni/ /sizәn/ 

/әnd/ /draɪ/ /sizәn/ 

The rainy season 

isfrom Novemberto 

April. 

/teɪ/ /raɪni/ /seazәn/ /iz/ 

/frәm/ /noʊvɛmbә:/ /tә:/ 

/aɪprәl/ 

/δә/ /reɪni/ /sizәn/ /iz/ 

/frәm/ /noʊvɛmbә:/ /tә:/ 

/eɪprәl/ 

It almost /ɪt/ /almost/ /evridaɪ/ /ɪt/ /ᴐlmost/ /ɛvrideɪ/ 
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everyday. 

The weather 

iscold and wet. 

/tә/ /wɛtә:/ /iz/ /coʊld/ 

/and/ /wɛt/ 

/δә/ /wɛδә:/ /iz/ /koʊld/ 

/әnd/ /wɛt/ 

You need to bring 

a raincoat or an 

umbrella. 

/yoʊ/ /nɛd/ /tә/ /brɪɳ/ /a/ 

/reɪncoʊt/ /o:/ /an/ 

/umbrɛla/ 

/yʊ/ /nid/ /tә/ /brɪɳ/ /ә/ 

/reɪnkoʊt/ /ә:/ /әn/ 

/ᴧmbrɛlә/  

 

Student 2 in chapter 2 

Utterences Finding Correction 

I like badminton /aɪ/ /lɛɪk/ /baedmintә/ /aɪ/ /laɪk/ /baedmintә/ 

I like swimming /aɪ/ /lɛɪk/ /swimiɳ/ /aɪ/ /laɪk/ /swimiɳ/ 

I like running /aɪ/ /lɛɪk/ /runɪɳ/ /aɪ/ /laɪk/ /rᴧnɪɳ/ 

I like fencing /aɪ/ /lɛɪk/ /fencɪɳ/ /aɪ/ /laɪk/ /fensɪɳ/ 

I like boxing /aɪ/ /lɛɪk/ /bokɪɳ/ /aɪ/ /laɪk/ /baksɪɳ/ 

I like playing 

basked  ball 

/aɪ/ /laɪk/ /plaɪɳ/ 

/ba:skɪba:l/ 

/aɪ/ /laɪk/ /pleɪɳ/ 

/ba:skɪbᴐ:l/ 

 

Student 3 and Student 17 in chapter 3 

Utterences Finding Correction 

This is a buffalo /δɪs/ /iz/ /ә/ /’bufalᴐ/ /δɪs/ /iz/ /ә/ /’bᴧfәlәʊ/ 

A bufallo eats 

grass 

/ә/ /bufalᴐ/ /ɪ:tz/ /grɛ:s/ /ә/ /‟bᴧfәlәʊ/ /ɪ:tz/ 

/gra:s/ 

It helps farmers to 

harrow land 

/It/ /hepz/ /fa:mɛrz/ /tu:/ 

/hɛroʊ/ /lɛnd/ 

/It/ /hepz/ /fa:merz/ /tu:/ 

/hæroʊ/ /lænd/ 
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It has four legs  /It/ /haz/ /fᴐ:/ /legz/ /It/ /hәz/ /fᴐ:/ /legz/ 

A cow eats grass /ә/ /kәʊ/ /e:tz//gra:s/ /ә/ /kәʊ/ /ɪ:tz/ /grɛ:s/ 

It gives milk as 

human drink 

/it/ /gɪvz/ /mɪlk/ /ɑz/ 

/hju:mɑ/ /drɪɳ/ 

/it/ /gɪvz/ /mɪlk/ /әz/ 

/hju:mә/ /drɪɳ/ 

 

Student 4 and student 18 in chapter 4 

Utterences Finding Correction 

Yesterday, 

mummy and I 

went shopping 

/jestәdeɪ/ / mᴐmi/ /ɑnd/ 

/aɪ/ /wɛnt/ /ʃɒpɪɳ/ 

/jestәdeɪ/ / mᴧmi/ /әnd/ 

/aɪ/ /wɛnt/ /ʃɒpɪɳ/ 

We went to Mega 

supermarket 

/wә/ /wɛnt/ / tu/ /Mega/ 

/supermarket / 

/wi/ /wɛnt/ / tu/ /Mega/ 

/supermarket / 

Mummy bought a 

kilo of sugar, a box 

of milk and a 

bottle of ketchup 

/mᴐmi / /bᴐg/ /ә/ /kilo/ 

/әv/ /ʃugә/ /ә/ /bᴐks/ 

/milk /ɑnd/ /bᴐtl/ /әv/ 

/kɛtʃәp/ 

/mᴧmi / /bᴐt/ /ә/ /kilo/ 

/әv/ /ʃugә/ /ә/ /baks/ 

/milk /әnd/ /batl/ /әv/ 

/kɛtʃәp/ 

She also got two 

tubes of 

toothpaste, two 

bags of detergen 

and three bars of 

soap 

/ʃi/ /‟ᴐlsoʊ/ /gᴐt/ /tu/ 

/tubz/ /әv/ /’tuθpɑɪst/ 

/tu /bægz/ /әv/ 

/dәtәdɜәnt/ /ɑnd/ /tri/ 

/bar/ /әv/ /soʊp/ 

/ʃi/ /‟ᴐlsoʊ/ /gɑt/ /tu/ 

/tubz/ /әv/ /’tuθpeɪst/ /tu 

/bægz/ /әv/ /dɪtәdɜәnt/ 

/әnd/ /θri/ /bar/ /әv/ 

/soʊp/ 

Mummyalso took 

three rools of 

/mᴐmi/ /’ɑlsoʊ/ /tʊk/ 

/tri/ /roʊlz/ /әv/ /tɪʃu/ 

/mᴧmi/ /’ᴐlsoʊ/ /tʊk/ 

/θri/ /roʊlz/ /әv/ /tɪʃu/ 
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tissue 

 

 

Student 5 and student 14 in chapter 5 

Utterence Finding Correction 

Mr Bimo is a 

farmer 

/mɪstә/ /Bimo/ /aɪ/ /ә/ 

/farmә/  

/mɪstә/ /Bimo/ /iz/ /ә/ 

/farmә/  

He lives in Banjar 

Village 

/hi/ laɪvz/ /ɪn/ /Banjir/ 

/vɪlɪdɜ/  

/hi/ laɪvz/ /ɪn/ /Banjar/ 

/vɪlɪdɜ/  

He has two 

children 

/hi/ /hәz// /to/ /cɪldren/ /hi/ /hәz// /tu/ /tʃɪldren/ 

He has a small rice 

field and cattles 

/hi/ /hәz/ /ә/ /smᴐl/ 

/rice/ /fɛld /and/ 

/cætlz/ 

/hi/ /hәz/ /ә/ /smᴐl/ /raɪs/ 

/fild /әnd/ /kætlz/ 

Mr Bimo has been 

a farmer for long 

time 

/mɪstә/ /Bimo/ hәz/ 

/bɛn/ /a/ /farmә/ /fә/ 

/lᴐɳ/ /taɪm/ 

/mɪstә/ /Bimo/ hәz/ /bɪn/ 

/ә/ /farmә/ /fә/ /lᴐɳ/ 

/taɪm/ 

He has learn 

farming since he 

was five years old 

/Hi/ /hәz/ /lәan/ 

/farmɪɳ/ /sɪns/ /hi/ 

/wәz/ /fivɛ/ /yɛrz/ 

/oʊld/ 

/Hi/ /hәz/ /lә:n/ /farmɪɳ/ 

/sɪns/ /hi/ /wәz/ /faɪv/ 

/yɪrz/ /oʊld/ 

He used to help in 

the rice field after 

school 

/Hi/ /yᴐst/ /tә:/ /hɜlpz/ 

/ɪn/ /tә/ /rice/ /fɛld/ 

/æftә/ /skul/ 

/Hi/ /yust/ /tә:/ /hɜlpz/ 

/δә/ /raɪs/ /fild/ /æftә/ 

/skul/ 
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Student 6 and student 13 in chapter 6 

Utterence Finding Correction 

This is a story about 

a young scavenger 

called Boni 

/δɪs/ /iz /ә/ /stᴐri/ 

/әbaʊt/ /ә/ /yuɳ/ 

/scævɪndɜ/ /cᴐld/ 

/Boni/ 

/δɪs/ /iz /ә/ /stᴐri/ /әbaʊt/ 

/ә/ /yᴧɳ/ /skævɪndɜ/ 

/kᴐld/ /Boni/ 

Boni was diligent 

and kindhearted 

/Boni/ /wәz/ /dɪlɪgɜnt/ 

/әnd/ /kindhɛrted/ 

/Boni/ /wәz/ /dɪlɪdɜnt/ 

/әnd/ /kaindharted/ 

He was helpful 

toward others 

/hi/ /wәz/ /hɛlpfәl/ 

/tәwᴐrd/ /otәr/ 

/hi/ /wәz/ /hɛlpfәl/ 

/tәwᴐrd/ /ᴧδә:/ 

He want to school 

in the morning 

/Hi/ /want/ /tә/ /scul/ 

/δә/ /mᴐrnɪɳ/ 

/Hi/ /wɛnt/ /tә/ /skul/ /δә/ 

/mᴐrnɪɳ/ 

In the afternoon, he 

helped his parent 

scavenging 

/In/ /tә/ /æftә:non/ /hi/ 

/helped/ /hɪz/ /parәnt/ 

/scævɪndɜɪɳ/ 

/In/ /δә/ /æftә:nun/ /hi/ 

/hɛlp/ /hɪz/ /pɛrәnt/ 

/skævɪndɜɪɳ/ 

 

Student 7 in chapter 7 

Utterence Finding Correction 

Don‟t forget to shut 

the windows 

/don/ /fә;gɛt/ /tә:/ /ʃut/ 

/tә/ /wɪndoʊz/ 

/don/ /fә;gɛt/ /tә:/ /ʃᴧt/ 

/δә/ /wɪndoʊz/ 
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Don‟t forget to lock 

the door 

don/ /fә;gɛt/ /tә:/ /lᴐk/ 

/δә/ /dᴐr/ 

don/ /fә;gɛt/ /tә:/ /lɑk/ 

/δә/ /dᴐr/ 

Don‟t forget to tidy 

up your room 

don/ /fә;gɛt/ /tә:/ /tɪdi/ 

/ᴧp/ /yә:/ /rʊm/ 

don/ /fә;gɛt/ /tә:/ /taɪdi/ 

/ᴧp/ /yә:/ /rʊm/ 

Don‟t forget to 

knock on the door 

before you enter the 

head master‟s office 

/don/ /fә;gɛt/ /tә:/ 

/nᴐk/ /ᴐn/ /δә/ /dᴐr/ 

/bɪfᴐr/ /yә:/ /ɛntә‟/ /δә/ 

/hɛdmæstә‟/ /ᴐfɪc/ 

/don/ /fә;gɛt/ /tә:/ /nɑk/ 

/ᴐn/ /δә/ /dᴐr/ /bɪfᴐr/ /yʊ/ 

/ɛntә‟/ /δә/ /hɛdmæstә‟/ 

/ᴐfɪs/ 

Remember to put 

office  your shoes 

before you enter a 

mosque 

/rɪmɛmbә‟/ /tә:/ /pʊt/ 

/ᴐfɪc/ /yә:/ /ʃᴐz/ /bɪfᴐr/ 

/yә:/ /‟ɛntә‟/ /ә/ 

/mᴐsk/ 

/rɪmɛmbә‟/ /tә:/ /pʊt/ / 

/ᴐfɪs / /yә:/ /ʃuz/ /bɪfᴐr/ 

/yʊ/ /‟ɛntә‟/ /ә/ /mask/ 

 

Student 8 in chapter 8 

Utterence Finding Correction 

North /nᴐrt/ /nᴐrθ/ 

North west /nᴐrt wәst/ /nᴐrθ wɛst/ 

North east /nᴐrt әst/ /nᴐrθ ɪst/ 

West /wәst/ /wɛst/ 

East /әst/ /ɪst/ 

South west /sәʊt wәst / /sәʊθ wɛst / 

South /sәʊt/ /sәʊθ/ 

South east /sәʊt әst/ /sәʊθ ɪst/ 
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Student 9 and student 16 in chapter 9 

Utterence Finding Correction 

Hello everyone /Hә‟loʊ/ /ɛvriyᴧn/ /Hә‟loʊ/ /ɛvriwᴧn/ 

I study at SDN 035 

Mekansari 

/aɪ/ /studi/ /ɑt/ /SDN 

035 Mekansari/ 

/aɪ/ /stᴧdi/ /әt/ /SDN 035 

Mekansari/ 

I‟ll tell you about 

my school 

/aɪ/ /wɪl/ /tɛl/ /ɑbᴐʊt/ 

/maɪ/ /skul/ 

/aɪ/ /wɪl/ /tɛl/ /әbaʊt/ 

/maɪ/ /skul/ 

There are many 

notice in my school 

/δɛr/ /ә:/ /mɑni/ 

/noʊtɪs/ /ɪn/ /mәɪ/ 

/skul/ 

/δɛr/ /ә:/ /mɛni/ /noʊtɪs/ 

/ɪn/ /mәɪ/ /skul/ 

In the library, there 

is on sign in the 

reading room 

/ɪn/ /δә/ /laɪbrɛrɪ/ /tɛr/ 

/wᴧn/ /sɪg/ /ɪn/ /δә/ 

/ridɪɳ/ /rʊm/ 

/ɪn/ /δә/ /laɪbrɛrɪ/ /δɛr/ 

/wᴧn/ /saɪ/ /ɪn/ /δә/ /ridɪɳ/ 

/rʊm/ 

 

Student 10 and student 12 in chapter 10 

Utterence Finding Correction 

All the things there 

have fixed price 

/ɑl/ /δә/ /θɪɳz// /tɛr/ 

/fɪkәt/ /praɪc/ 

/ᴐl/ /δә/ /θɪɳz// /δɛr/ 

/fɪkst/ /praɪs/ 

So, we couldn’t  

Bargain at all  

/soʊ/ /wә/ /cʊdnt/ 

/bɑrgain/ /әt/ /ᴐl/ 

/soʊ/ /wi/ /kʊdnt/ 

/bɑrgәn/ /әt/ /ᴐl/ 
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There were many 

discounts. 

/δɛr/ /wә/ /mɑni/ 

/dɪskәʊnt/ 

/δɛr/ /wә/ /mɛni/ 

/dɪskәʊnt/ 

 

Student 11 in chapter 11 

Utterence Finding Correction 

I‟m sorry to hear 

that 

/aɪ әm/ /sᴐri/ /tᴐ/ /hәr/ 

/δæt/ 

/aɪ әm/ /sᴐri/ /tә/ /hɪr/ 

/δæt/ 

I‟m happy for you /aɪ әm/ /hæpi/ /fә:/ /ʃʊ/ /aɪ әm/ /hæpi/ /fә:/ /yʊ/ 

See you /sә/ /yʊ/ /si/ /yʊ/ 

Have a nice day /hәv/ /ɜ/ /nɪc/ /deɪ/ /hәv/ /ә/ /naɪs/ /deɪ/ 

Have a nice holiday /hәv/ /ɜ/ /nɪc/ /hᴐlideɪ/ /hәv/ /ә/ /naɪs/ /hɑlideɪ/ 

 

There are 95 words of pronunciation errors in omission. The 

researcher found pronunciation errors of omission from 18 students. The 

students made an error in the word “has, two, season, they, are, rainy, and, 

dry, almost, everyday, the, weather, cold, you, need, a, raincoat, or, an, 

umbrella, like, running, fencing, boxing, playing basked ball, bufallo, 

grass, farmers, harror, eats, as, human, mummy, we, bought, bottle, got, 

toothpaste, detergen, three, also, banjar, cattles, children, rice, field, been, 

learn, five, years, used, help, young, scavenger, called, dilligent, 

kindherted, others, want, shcool, afternoon, helped, parent, shut, lock, tidy, 

knock, office, shoes, mosque, north, north west, north east, west, east, 
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south west, south east, everyone, study, at, about, many, there, fixed, price 

sigh, all, couldn‟t, bargain, to, hear, that, you, see, nice. 

d. Error in Ordering 

Student 1 in chapter 1 

Utterences  Finding  Correction  

The rainy season is 

from November to 

April. 

/teɪ/ /raɪni/ /seazәn/ /iz/ 

/fәrm/ /noʊvɛmbә:/ /tә:/ 

/aɪprәl/ 

/δә/ /reɪni/ /sizәn/ /iz/ 

/frәm/ /noʊvɛmbә:/ /tә:/ 

/eɪprәl/ 

 

There are only 1 words of pronunciation errors in ordering. The 

researcher found pronunciation errors of omission from 1 students. The 

students made an error in the word “from”. 

 

2) The factors of pronunciation error on pronouncing English book at sixth 

grade of MI Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan. 

In this case the researcher will discuss about the factors caused the 

pronunciation error on pronouncing English book entitled “Active English 6” 

at sixth grade of MI Nurul Hikmah Proppo Lenteng Pamekasan. The 

researcher collects data by interview, observation, and documentation. The 

researcher just analyze the students pronunciation error when the teacher 

teacher teach them in the class, and takes documentation from english teacher 

and student when teaching learning process and doing interview. 

The researcher interview with the teacher why the factors caused the 

pronunciation error on pronouncing English book at sixth grade of MI Nurul 
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Hikmah Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan. The factors of pronunciation error on 

pronouncing English book are: 

 

a. First Language in Environment  

The students always speak madurese with their friends or with their 

family, so the students lact to listening English in the environment or in 

the school because in the school just started English material from fourth 

grade. As the teacher said:  

“Talking about factor in my opinion the factors caused the students 

pronunciation error on pronouncing English book at sixth grade of 

MI.Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan, for the firstis 

seldom practicing and also environment that still tend to 

madurace”.
1
 

 

 And the teacher adding her statement: 

         “Because they lack to listening English in this school and in their 

village.
2
 

b. They seldom read English book 

      The student has a problem in reading English book and the factor is 

she said that the students seldom read an English text and seldom to 

native speaker so that, they feel strange or unfamiliar with the way it 

sounds. It is proven with the teacher said: 

“The students seldom read an English book in his home. the 

students not used to read English book so the student still used to 

wrong in reading English book. So that I ask the student to read 

some of the vocabulary or the sentence within text in English book, 

                                                           
1
Maisundari,The  English Teacher at MI.Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan (Direct 

interview on 16th January 2020). 
2
Maisundari,The  English Teacher at MI.Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan (Direct 

interview on 16th January 2020)., n.d. 
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in order to make the students more accurately to pronounce the 

vocabulary”.
3
 

 

 And addition the teacher said that: 

“They like reading but with Indonesia language. Its not cause they 

don‟t like English but if they read English book they have to 

prepared with the dictionary”.
4
 

 The other explained she said that: 

“They like to read a book, but they like reading an Indonesia book 

the  most. Because if they read English book, they feel difficult to 

read”.
5
 

c. They do not study the phonetic transcription 

 

 Phonetic transcription consist of some symbols to pronounced an 

English word. For the young learner, they did not study phonetic 

transcription. So that, the teacher said: 

“For the elementary school still not study about phonetic 

transcription so the student do not understand about phonetic, but I 

always give another ways to teach English in order to, the student 

can study or read English correctly”.
6
 

  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
3
Maisundari,The  English Teacher at MI.Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan (Direct 

interview on 16th January 2020). 
4
Maisundari,The  English Teacher at MI.Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan (Direct 

interview on 16th January 2020)., n.d. 
5
Maisundari,The  English Teacher at MI.Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan (Direct 

interview on 16th January 2020)., n.d. 
6
Maisundari,The  English Teacher at MI.Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan (Direct 

interview on 16th January 2020). 
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3) The teacher’ solve of pronunciation error by the students on pronouncing 

English book at sixth grade of MI Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo 

Pamekasan. 

 In this section, the researcher did interview to the teacher. The researcher 

want to know how the teacher solve the pronunciation error by the students on 

pronouncing English book at sixth grade of MI Nurul hikmah Lenteng Proppo 

Pamekasan. The researcher interview the teacher on Thursday, 16 January 

2020 at 09.00 pm. From the result interview here are solving pronunciation 

error did by students on pronouncing English book are: 

a.  Ask the student of Look Dictionary 

 To know the correct pronunciation error, the students must 

search it something that students might did for search the spoken of the 

word is looking for dictionary, because by look for in dictionary the 

student can know the phonetic transcription of the word, beside that 

the students also can hear the voice of the word in electronik 

dictionary, so based on the interview the teacher also solved the 

student pronunciation error by looking for dictionary. As the teacher 

said: 

“The way I ask the students to bring dictionary  after that I read 

the vocabulary in the dictionary itself and the student to read too 

after I read. 
7
 

 

 And also the teacher said that: 

 

“Besides giving an example I gave them to memorizing, both 

memorizing the writing and pronunciation”.
8
 

                                                           
7
Maisundari,The  English Teacher at MI.Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan (Direct 

interview on 16th January 2020). 
8
Maisundari,The  English Teacher at MI.Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan (Direct 

interview on 16th January 2020). 
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b.  Reading Repetition 

 Repetition is the simplest drill used in learning language 

pattern, language learners marely repeat what the teacher say, in order 

to the students used to read English and can utterence correctly. As the 

teacher said: 

“I will ask the students read the vocabulary that I write down 

one by one on the white board which is the vocabulary there 

within in English book and by doing repetition utter group 

sounds that are quite difficult to pronounce. The vocabulary was 

initially spoken slowly and gradually accelerated”.
9
 

 

c. Watching Video 

 The researcher would like to give explanation about the way 

the students solved their pronunciation error, in of the way to solved 

students pronunciation error above is watching videos about English 

pronunciation, or how the way native speaker pronounce some word 

by the right pronunciation. below in the teacher statement about 

students solving of pronunciation error on pronouncing English book, 

the teacher said: 

 “To overcome the students pronunciation error they must study 

from some native speaker so that I give the students look for 

some video about English. 

And the teacher adding her steatment:  

 “I will ask the students to listening more about English, so that 

the ability to hear English will be much to   improved, and 

trained hearing will make more better”.
10

 

 

                                                           
9
Maisundari,The  English Teacher at MI.Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan (Direct 

interview on 16th January 2020). 
10

Maisundari,The  English Teacher at MI.Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan (Direct 

interview on 16th January 2020). 
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B. Discussion of Research 

 In this section to three major discussions referred to statement of the 

problem in the chapter one. The researcher would like to discuss the 

pronunciation error made by the students on pronouncing English book, the 

factor caused of pronunciation error on pronouncing, and the teacher solve of 

pronunciation error on pronouncing English book entitled “Active English 6” 

at sixth grade of MI Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan. The 

researcher has conduced the research process such as doing interview with the 

teacher and has conduced the data. 

 

1) The pronunciation error made by the students on pronouncing English 

book at sixth grade of MI Nurul Hikmah Proppo Pameksan. 

In this point, the researcher analyzed four kinds of error analysis made by 

them there are: addition, omission, selection, and ordering. The researcher 

found 108 pronunciation errors in students on pronouncing Active English 6 

book. There are: 8 errors in  omission, 4 errors in addition, 95 errors in 

selection, and 1 error of ordering. 

a. Students make an error ommision on pronouncing English book at sixth 

grade MI Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan. 

Based on data the students make error namely omission. The 

researcher found 8 errors of omission from 5 students. There are four, 

land, help, I, bags, soup, rools, windows. 

In table 1 of chapter 3, the researcher can make analysis that the 

kinds of Students error in Omission. The pronunciation error of  chapter 3  
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is the student made pronunciation error in omission. For the word land 

/lænd/,the student pronounced it into /læn/. The students did not know 

about the cluster word, because the students did not have material 

orsubject about cluster word at their school. The students omitted the 

consonant /d/, therefore based on chapter 3 the student make an error in 

omission. 

The pronunciation in table 2 of chapter 4, the students also made an 

error for the word I /aɪ/ the students pronounced it into /a/. The student 

ommited the consonant /I/ . and the students made an error in word bags 

/bægz/ and rools /roʊlz/, the student pronounced  it into /bæg/ and /roʊl/,. 

The student omitted the consonant /s/. And also the student ommited the 

consonant /p/ for the word help /hɛlp/, which the student pronounced it 

into /hɛl/. 

For the pronunciation of table 3 in chapter 6, the students also made 

an error pronunciation  for the word story /stᴐri /. The student pronounced 

it into /stᴐr/ instead /stᴐri /. So the student ommited  the consonant /y/ . 

which “story” should be read /stᴐri/ but the student pronounced is /stᴐr/. 

Therefore, the pronunciation should also correspond to the phonetic 

structure and the pronunciation will affect the distinction of the meaning.  

For the pronunciation of table 4 in chapter 7 the students ommited 

consonant /s/ therefore they made an error of omission for the word 

windows /wɪndoʊz/. The student pronounced it into /wɪndoʊ/ which 

should be read /wɪndoʊz/.  
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The researcher categorized these data are included in omission with 

the indicator is contrary to additions, omission leave something out or a 

unit id deleted. It support by theory that omission occurs when the 

linguistic item that is required in the sentence is omitted or where some 

elements is omitted that should be present.
11

 

 

b.  Students make an error addition on pronouncing English book at sixth 

grade MI Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan. 

 Based on data the students make error namely addition. The 

researcher found 6 errors of addition from 5 students. Thereare, november, 

four, sugar, you, were. 

       In table 1 of chapter 1, the researcher can make analysis that the 

kinds of Students error in Addition. The pronunciation error of  chapter 1  

is the student made pronunciation error in ddition. For the word november 

/ noʊvɛmbә:/, the student pronounced it into / noʊvɛmbәr/. The students 

Addition  the consonant /r/, because the student do not know that 

consonant /r/ are not voiced. Therefore the student made an error 

pronunciation in Addition, where /r/ should not be read but the student add 

consonant /r/. 

        In table 2 of chapter 3, the researcher can make analysis that the 

kinds of Students error in Addition. For the word four /fᴐ:/ the student 

pronounced it into /fᴐr/. The students Addition  the consonant /r/, because 

the student do not know that consonant /r/ are not voiced. Therefore the 

                                                           
11

Corder, Error Analysis Abd Interlanguage, 36. 
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student made an error pronunciation in Addition, where /r/ should not be 

read but the student add consonant /r/. 

         In table 3of chapter 4, and also the researcher can make analysis 

that the kinds ofStudents error in Addition. The pronunciation error of  

chapter 1  is the student made pronunciation error in ddition. For the word 

sugar /ʃugә/,the student pronounced it into /ʃugәr/. The students Addition  the 

consonant /r/, because the student do not know that consonant /r/ are not 

voiced. Therefore the student made an error pronunciation in Addition, 

where /r/ should not be read but the student add consonant /r/. 

         For the table 4of chapter 10, the researcher can make analysis that 

the kinds of Students error in Addition. The pronunciation error of  chapter 1  

is the student made pronunciation error in ddition. For the word were /wә:/, 

the student pronounced it into /wәr/. The students Addition  the consonant 

/r/, because the student do not know that consonant /r/ are not voiced. 

Therefore the student made an error pronunciation in Addition, where /r/ 

should not be read but the student add consonant /r/. 

       The researcher categorized these data as an addition with the 

indicator was adding linguistic material. It support by theory that addition 

refers to the addition of any grammatical item or where some element is 

present that should not be there.
12

 

 

 

                                                           
12

Corder, 36.  
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c. Students make an error selection on pronouncing English book at sixth 

grade MI Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan. 

Based on data the students make error namely selection. The 

researcher found 93 errors of selection from 18 students. There are, has, 

two, season, they, are, rainy, and, dry, almost, everyday, the, weather, 

cold, you, need, a, raivoat, or, an, umbrella, like, running, fencing, boxing, 

playing, basked ball, bufallo, grass, farmers, harror, eats, as, human, 

mummy, we, bought, bottle, got, toothpaste, detergen, three, also, banjar, 

cattles, children, rice, field, been, learn, five, years, used, help, young, 

scavenger, called, dilligent, kindherted, others, afternoon, helped, parent, 

shut, lock, tidy, knock, office, shoes, mosque, north, north west, north east, 

west, east, south west, south east, everyone, study, at, about, many, three, 

sigh, all, couldn‟t, bargain, to, hear, that, you, see, nice. 

In the list below, the data are presented in brief explanation. Based 

on the data abovethat the students made an error where the students 

pronounce wrong form of element in word, phrase or sentence. The 

students pronounced the word” /hɑs/ /two/ /seazәn/ /teɪ/ /әre/ /raɪni/ /and/ 

/drɛɪ/ /aɪprәl/ /almost/ /evridaɪ/ /tә/ /wɛtә:/ /coʊld/ /and/ /nɛd/ /a/ /reɪncoʊt/ 

/an/ /umbrɛla/ /lɛɪk/ /runɪɳ/ /fencɪɳ/ /bokɪɳ/ /plaɪɳba:skɪba:l/ /‟bufalᴐ/ 

/fa:mɛrz/ /hɛroʊ/ /haz/ /e:tz/ /gra:s/ /ɑz/ /hju:mɑ/ /mᴐmi/ /wә/ /bᴐg/ /bᴐks/ 

/ɑnd/ /bᴐtl/ /gᴐt/ /‟tuθpɑɪst/ /dәtәdɜәnt/ /ɑnd/ /‟ɑlsoʊ/ /tri/ /banjir/ /cɪldren/ 

/rice/ /fɛld /and/ /cætlz/ /bɛn/ /a/ /fivɛ/ /yɛrz/ /yᴐst/ /hɜlpz/ /yuɳ/ /scævɪndɜ/ 

/cᴐld/ /dɪlɪgɜnt/ /kindhɛrted/ /otәr/ /want/ /scul/ /æftә:nun/ /helped/ /parәnt/ 

/scævɪndɜɪɳ/ /ʃut/ /lᴐk/ /tɪdi/ /nᴐk/ /ᴐfɪc/ /ʃᴐz/ yә/ /mᴐsk/ /nᴐrt/ /nᴐrt wәst/ 
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/nᴐrt әst/ /wәst/ /әst/ /sәʊt wәst / /sәʊt/ /sәʊt әst/ /studi/ /ɑbᴐʊt/ /mɑni/ /sɪg/ 

/ɑl/ /tɛr/ /fɪkәt/ /praɪc/ /cʊdnt/ /tᴐ/ /hәr/ /ʃʊ/ /sә/ /ɜ/ /nɪc/”. The students 

made an error where the students pronounce wrong form of element in 

word, phrase or sentence. They should pronounce the appropriate word to 

complete her utterence. The students should pronounce the word be “has 

/hәz/, two /tu/, season /sizәn/, they /δeɪ/, are /ә:/, rainy /reɪni/, and /әnd/, 

dry /draɪ/, almost /ᴐlmost/, everyday /ɛvrideɪ/, the /δә/, weather /wɛδә:/, 

cold /koʊld/, you /yʊ/, need /nid/, a /ә/, raicoat /reɪnkoʊt/, an /әn/, 

umbrella /ᴧmbrɛlә/, like /laɪk/, running /rᴧnɪɳ/, fencing /fensɪɳ/, boxing 

/baksɪɳ/, playing /pleɪɳ/, basked ball /ba:skɪbᴐ:l/, bufallo /‟bᴧfәlәʊ/, 

grass /gra:s/, farmers /fa:merz/, harror / hæroʊ /, eats /ɪ:tz/, as /әz/, 

human /hju:mә/, mummy /mᴧmi/, we /wi/, bought /bᴐt/, bottle /batl/, got 

/gɑt/, toothpaste /‟tuθpeɪst/, detergen /dɪtәdɜәnt/, three /θri/, also 

/‟ᴐlsoʊ/, banjar /Banjar/, cattles /kætlz/, children /tʃɪldren/, rice /raɪs/, 

field /fild/, been /bɪn/, learn /lә:n/, five /faɪv/, years yɪrz/, used /yust/, 

help /hɜlpz, young /yᴧɳ/, scavenger /skævɪndɜ/, called /kᴐld/, dilligent 

/dɪlɪdɜnt/, kindherted /kaindharted/, others /ᴧδә:/, afternoon /æftә:nun/, 

helped /hɛlp/, parent /pɛrәnt/, shut /ʃᴧt/, lock /lɑk/, tidy /taɪdi/, knock 

/nɑk/, office /ᴐfɪ/, shoes /ʃuz/, mosque /mask/, north /nᴐrθ/, north west 

/nᴐrθ wɛst/, north east nᴐrθ ɪst/, west wɛst/ , east /ɪst/, south west /sәʊθ 

wɛst /, south east sәʊθ ɪst/, everyone /ɛvriwᴧn/, study /stᴧdi/, at /әt/, 

about /әbaʊt/, many /mɛni/, all /ᴐl, couldn’t /kʊdnt/, bargain /bɑrgәn/, to 

/tә/, hear /hɪr/, that /δæt/, you /yʊ/, see /Si/, nice /naɪs/. The researcher 

categorized these data as an selection with the wrong of element in 
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sentence. It support by theoy that selection refers to the problem of wrong 

selection of the certain forms or where the wrong item has been chosen in 

place of the right one.
13

 

d. Students make an error ordering on pronouncing English book at sixth 

grade MI Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan. 

Based on data the students make error namely ordering. The 

researcher only one ordering from 1 students in this research. Based on the 

sentence made wrong order of the words in the utterances  “/teɪ/ /raɪni/ 

/seazәn/ /iz/ /fәrm/ /noʊvɛmbә:/ /tә:/ /aɪprәl/. 

Here the order of the sentence is incorrect and is becoming the 

reason of error. So, the speaker should pronounce “δә/ /reɪni/ /sizәn/ /iz/ 

/frәm/ /noʊvɛmbә:/ /tә:/ /eɪprәl/”. Where ordering refers to the wrong 

order of the words in the sentence or where some elements presented are 

correct but there are wrong in sequence.
14

 

 

2) The factors of pronunciation error on pronouncing English book at sixth 

grade of MI Nurul Hikmah ProppoPamekasan. 

 In this section, the researcher would discuss about the factor caused of 

pronunciation error on pronouncing English book at sixth grade of MI Nurul 

Hikmah Lenteng Proppo Pamekasan. In reading Active English 6 book, and 

futhermore about the factor caused of pronunciation error on pronouncing 

English book are: 

 

                                                           
13

Corder, 36. 
14

Corder, 36. 
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a. They are influenced by the environment. 

At stated by Erika Hoff that the human potential for language is 

based in human biology but makes requirements of the social 

environment.
15

 So, the varieties of the language in one environment will 

also influence the language mastery especially in acquiring second 

language including pronunciation, English is not our first language so 

that, is very difficult to master in it if he environment does not support it 

much less for the student at MI.Nurul Hikmah Lenteng Proppo 

Pamekasan where the students always interact with non English Students 

in shcool or in their home. The factor that make the students 

pronunciation error because in their environment they also not used to 

listen English, according to Penny when students assemble with the same 

mother tongue they tend to use their mother tongue because they feel 

unnatural to speak one another using foreign language and because they 

feel less exposed if they are speaking their mother tongue.
16

 

b. They seldom read English book 

The second factor influence the pronunciation error is most the 

students seldom read English book because there many students does not 

like to read, moreover English. The students interest in reading English 

book is verry little. Because they have to look at the dictionary when 

reading.  

                                                           
15

Erika Hoff, “How Social Contexts Support and Shape Language Development,” Department of 

Psychology, Florida Atlantic University, 2912Collage Avenue, Davie, FL 33314, USA,2006, i. 
16

Penny Ur, A Course in Language Teaching : Practice and Theory (Cambridge: University Press, 

1996), 121. 
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        On way to avoid the spelling error based on Kristine Brown 

statement is the students must read as much as possible.
17

 Therefor, the 

students multiply read so that they could improve spelling ability. Beside 

that, the lack of media to read also influence to students interest in 

reading. 

c. They do not study the phonetic transcription  

       The study of pronunciation consist of two fields, namely phonetic and 

phonology. Phonetic refer to the study of speech sound, how the sound is 

articulated, phonetic usually consist of some symbols that can help the 

learners of English read or pronounce an English word by using oxford 

dictionary which has already consisted of phonetic symbols, in this case 

the students have problem in pronouncing English word and also they do 

not know the position of stess syllable. 

        In this shcool, the pronunciation teacher usually provides oxford 

dictionary to help students pronounce English word, but unfortunately the 

students do not study the phonetic transcription that become the key to 

use oxford dictionary so that it makes the students having problem in 

pronunciation error on pronouncing English book. It Joanne Kenworthy  

stated that phonetic this skill has been variously termed „aptitude for oral 

mimicry‟, „phonetic coding ability‟ or „auditory discrimination ability‟, 

but every human being, unless hearing impaired, has this basic ability, if 

                                                           
17

Kristine Brown, Writing Matters Writting Skills and Strategies for Students of English (New 

York: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 32. 
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they did not they would not have learned the sounds of the native 

language.
18

 

 

3) The teachers’ solve of pronunciation error by the students on 

pronouncing English book at sixth grade of MI Nurul Hikmah Lenteng 

Proppo Pamekasan. 

   In this section the researcher would like to give explanation about the 

solution done teacher  to solve the students problem in pronounciation. 

English pronunciation is importance subject that must studied by English 

learner to avoid misunderstanding between the listener and speakers, based on 

the interview by some strategy as bellow:  

 

a.  Ask the student of Looking Dictionary  

          The solution that done by students to solve pronunciation error on 

pronouncing English book is by looking dictionary that have phonetic 

transcription so it makes students easy to know how the correct 

pronounce of the word. The phonetic is the branch of linguistic that 

studies the sound of human speech, it is concerned with the physical 

propeties of speech sound or signs. The international phonetic alphabet 

which will always be used to represent the sound to which the word is the 

key.
19

 Beside that other way to solve students pronunciation error is 

looking for dictionary because by looking electronic dictionary they can 

hear the spoken of the word that they are mispronounce. Based on the 

                                                           
18

Kenworthy, Teaching English Pronunciation, 1987, 6. 
19

J. D. O Conner, Better English Pronunciation (United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 

1998), 8. 
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interview the teacher also solved the student pronunciation error by 

looking for dictionary. 

b. Reading Repetation  

         Based on the interview with the English teacher, the researcher 

found how the teacher solve of the student pronunciation error is about 

repetation. Repetation is the simplest drill used in learning language 

pattern, language learners merely repeat what the teacher says.
20

 The 

teacher want to repeat some of vocabulary in order to make students can 

mitate what the teacher said or what the teacher utterance. And the 

students will repeat based on the teacher utterences. In teaching English 

with using repetation with the teacher ways to solve of pronunciation 

error. In order to the student can read English correctly. 

 

c. Watching Video 

         On of the way done by the teacher to solve the student pronunciation 

error is hearing or looking how the way native speaker pronoun some 

word by the right pronunciation. Yusti Arini stated that method related to 

hearing the only effective method for practicing hearing is the practice of 

listening for sounds systematically. The learner must find someone who 

can pronounce the sounds in English quickly and ask him to dictate the 

sounds one by one and the original words so that they are made from a 

series of sounds. Given the right type of exercise, the learner's listening 

                                                           
20

Lutfi Alawiyah, “The Use of Repetation Drill to Improve Speaking on Descriptive Text of the 

Eight Year Students of Mts Salatiga in the Academic Year 2016/2017 A Graduating Paper” (IAIN 

Salatiga, 2017), 19. 
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ability will be greatly improved;  Poorly trained hearing will improve, and 

trained hearing will improve even more.
21

 

Based on the teacher statement the teacher solve of the student 

pronunciation error by watching some videos about English pronunciation 

that the students are difficult in. Because by watching some videos about 

English pronunciation students will accustomed to hear the word or 

sentence of English language, beside that students can watch the 

explanation of the English pronunciation theory form the native speaker 

from youtobe, so that the students will pronoun the word as like native 

speaker did.  

                                                           
21

Masalah-masalah pelafalan pronunciation, diakses dari http://yusti-

arini.blogspot.com/2009/2008/masalah-masalahpelafalan-pronunciation.htlm 
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